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Abstra t
The meta level notion has been applied to di erent ontexts. In this paper we present
its appli ation to an interoperable system. The in orporated meta level me hanism permits to improve the management of the system by: 1. allowing to exploit the existing
mapping information and, 2. enhan ing the query pro essing task through the use of
query patterns. Mapping information is the abstra tion that provides the link between
the terms that appear in the semanti view ( lass level) o ered to the user of the interoperable system and the instan es of these terms a tually supported by stored data
(instan e level) in distributed and heterogeneous data sour es. Our me hanism allows one
to des ribe mapping expressions and reasoning with them. Query patterns are asso iated
to already obtained generi plans. Our me hanism re ognizes a user query (des ription
in the lass level) as an instan e of a query pattern (des ription in the meta lass level).
Then, a proper instantiation of the orrespondent generi plan solves the plan generation
step of the query pro essing task.
Dealing with a meta level, one aspe t that requires a parti ular attention is the kind of
language sele ted to spe ify meta lasses. This paper presents a logi -based language that
allows the spe i ation of stru tural and semanti onstraints of obje ts that belong to
the lass level. Our proposal is founded on the Des ription Logi s (DL) te hnology. We
have de ned a DL with two ombined languages: one to spe ify the s hema part in the
meta lass level, and another for the view part. The des ription of semanti onstraints on
lass level obje ts is a hieved by the integration of suitable predi ates of Con rete domains
into the DL language. The trade-o between expressivity and omputational omplexity
of reasoning has been taken into a ount when sele ting the adequate onstru tors for
those languages.

1

Introdu tion

Computer networks make possible a essing to a large number of heterogeneous, autonomous
and distributed information sour es. It is desirable that those information sour es maintain
omplete autonomy but |at the same time| their lo ations, data models, ontents and
query interfa es should not burden the users posing queries. Several works, [13, 12, 1, 20, 21℄,
have addressed the previous problem on the basis of a shared framework to over ome those
diÆ ulties found by the users. The goal of all su h works is to provide users with an interfa e
to a ess the sour es in su h a manner that would permit them to fo us just on the expression
of the query in terms of a known vo abulary, presuming their knowledge of the appli ation
domain. The general problems that must be solved in order to a omplish the pursued goal
are:
 The generation of a semanti view over the underlying data sour es.
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Figure 1: Three levels ar hite ture
 The spe i ation of a mapping information that relates the semanti view with the

underlying data sour es.
 The de nition of a query pro essing strategy that allows answering to queries formulated
over the semanti view by a essing the orresponding data sour es.
The goal of this paper is to present a des ription logi that we have de ned with a two
fold purpose: 1: to exploit mapping information that links semanti views with data sour es
and, 2: to manage query patterns in order to enhan e the query pro essing task performan e.
The elements of the meta lass level des ribe queries and mapping expressions from the lass
level bellow. So, in the level hierar hy we nd rst, the instan e level, orresponding to
the elements of the data sour es. Then, the lass level, orresponding to the elements of the
semanti views (de ned over the data sour es) plus queries and mapping information. Finally,
the meta lass level, orresponding to spe i ations des ribing obje ts in the lass level and
hara terizations of query patterns and, in general, queries over the lass level (see gure 1).
Dealing with a meta level, one aspe t that requires a parti ular attention is the kind of
language sele ted to spe ify meta lasses. This paper presents a logi -based language that
allows not only the spe i ation of stru tural onstraints of obje ts in the lass level, but of
semanti onstraints too. The trade-o between expressivity and omputational tra tability
has been taken into a ount when sele ting the adequate onstru tors for that language. Our
proposal is founded on the Des ription Logi s te hnology [26, 17, 15℄. Des ription Logi
systems are knowledge representation systems founded on Des ription Logi s (DL), whi h are
fragments of rst order logi . The general ar hite ture of a DL knowledge base is omposed of
two levels of knowledge: the terminologi al level and the assertional level. The terminologi al
level, usually alled TBox, is used for the introdu tion of lasses of individuals and their
mutual relationships, alled on epts and roles in this ontext. Con epts and roles an be
seen as unary and binary predi ates respe tively. DLs provide a family of languages by means
of sele ted onstru tors to build on ept and role expressions (table 1 shows some of them
with their set theoreti semanti s). The TBox represents intensional knowledge, it is the
s hema ounterpart of a semanti model. The assertional level, usually alled ABox, ontains
membership assertions of individuals to on epts and pairs of individuals to roles. The ABox
represents extensional knowledge, aiming an instantiation of the s hema.
There are several servi es that an be a omplished by a DL knowledge base. The most
hara teristi one is lassi ation : the automati pro ess of inserting a on ept into the
2

CONCEPT

ANYTHING
NOTHING
and(C , D)
or(C , D)
not(C )
all(r, C )
some(r, C )
at-least(n, r)
at-most(n, r)
one-of (a1 ,. . . ,an )
same-as(r, s)
lls(r, a)

INTERPRETATION
I
;

CI
CI

\ DI
[ DI
I
 nC II I
fd 2  j r (d)  C I g
fd 2 I j rI (d) \ C I 6= ;g
fd 2 I j ℄(rI (d))  ng
fd 2 I j ℄(rI (d))  ng
faI1 ; : : : ; aIn g
fd 2 I j rI (d) = sI (d)g
fd 2 I j aI 2 rI (d)g

ROLE

IDENTITY
domain(C )
range(C )
role-and(r, s)
role-or(r, s)
role-not(r)
inverse(r)
restri t(r, C )
ompose(r, s)

INTERPRETATION
f(d; d) j d 2 I g
C I  I
II  CI I

\s
[ sI
I
 0I nr0I
f(d; d ) j (d ; d) 2 rI g
f(d; d0 ) 2 rI j d0 2 C I g
r I Æ sI
r
rI

Table 1: Con ept and role onstru tors

hierar hy (subsumption ) of on epts maintained in the TBox. Another important servi e is
re ognition : to derive the on epts to whi h an individual belongs due to the fa ts asserted
in the ABox. Query answering is dire tly related to that servi e.
We have tried to sele t a minimal DL with enough expressivity looking for omputational
tra tability. Unfortunately, if there are omplementary predi ates in the on rete domain
we loose tra tability in the worst ase. Finally, we mention some works that, although they
pursue di erent goals, they deal with subje ts to whi h the notion of a meta level an be
applied. In [10℄ it is studied the problem of modeling semi-stru tured data. The CDL-S hemas
proposed might be an alternative language for a meta lass level. Nevertheless, subsumption
is EXPTIME-hard and semanti relationships between any omponents of a stru tured obje t
annot be expressed. In [5, 2℄ it is investigated the mat hing of on ept des riptions, a new
inferen e servi e for maintaining DL knowledge bases. Patterns are spe i ed as des riptions
with variables. A pattern might be onsidered as a meta lass on ept whose individuals
are those on epts that are su essfully mat hed by the pattern. A notion of subsumption
between patterns is missing. [19℄ deals with the learning of on epts, i.e. sele t a on ept
des ription that satis es a set of observations. A ombination of observations is a meta lass
on ept. Observations involve subsumption, membership and part-of relations. Meta lass
on epts have normal form but nothing is said about their subsumption relationships.
The remainder of this paper is stru tured as follows. Se tion 2 explains brie y the framework of this work. Se tion 3 presents the notion of admisible on rete domains, the des ription
logi integrating su h on rete domains, and the reasoning servi es we are interested in. Se tion 4 is dedi ated to the soundness and ompleteness proof of our al ulus and analyze its
omplexity. Se tion 5 presents the on lusions.
2

Framework

Interoperable Data Systems onstitute the general framework for the ideas presented in this
paper. The main goal is to provide users with a system that allows them to query a Global
Information System without being aware of the site, stru ture, query language and semanti s
of the parti ular data sour es. Our approa h is based on the use of Ontologies as semanti
views apturing the information ontent of the underlying data sour es [21℄. Thus, the main
purpose of the ontologies is to make expli it the information ontent in a manner independent of the underlying data stru tures that are used to store the information in the data
sour es. Ontologies ontain a set of interrelated terms relevant to a parti ular appli ation
domain, so they provide a semanti vo abulary to formulate queries to the information system. Users should be able to deal with ontologies instead of dealing with the heterogeneous
3

and distributed data sour es. We use a Des ription Logi (DL) language to des ribe terms of
ontologies. DL te hnology provides well known advantages [11℄. In spite of some weaknessess,
DL languages deserve onsideration as query languages in this ontext. In this paper, user
queries are DL expressions.
Taking into a ount that the instan es of the ontology terms are a tually stored in the
underlying data sour es, it is ne essary to a ess those sour es in order to obtain the query
answer. Therefore, there is a need to bridge the semanti distan e between the expression of
the query and the values of the answer. Mapping information is the abstra tion that provides
the link between the terms that appear in the ontology and the instan es of these terms
supported by stored data. Parti ularly, in our ontext mapping information links terms of
an ontology with relational expressions de ned over the logi al s hema of a data repository1.
The pre ise syntax and semanti s used for mapping expressions is de ned in [4℄. In this paper,
we advo ate for using ABox assertions to express the existing mapping information. Noti e
that, from this point of view, terms and mapping expressions are stru tured individuals of
suitable on epts de ned in the TBox (e.g. Do ument is-a CONCEPT, entitled is-a ROLE,
the titles is-a MAPPING EXPRESSION). Suitable roles are de ned to represent the relevant
stru ture of individuals (e.g. entitled has-dom Do ument) and the relevant relationships
between them (e.g. entitled is-supported-by the titles). Then, DL te hnology allows
us to exploit su h ABox.
Moreover, in order to enhan e the eÆ ien y of the query pro essing task, we propose a
me hanism that sometimes avoids the query plan generation pro ess. We use a DL to des ribe
query patterns, i.e. lasses of queries, whi h are asso iated with already obtained generi plans.
User queries are re ognized as instan es of query patterns and the appropriate instantiation
of the generi plan asso iated with is the sele ted query plan.
The aim of this paper is to present a DL that is able to deal with the two mentioned goals.
Sin e on rete obje ts with their own theory are involved, for example attributes with their
dependen y onstraints, and ontology terms expressions with subsumption based predi ates,
we integrate Con rete Domains into our language. Hybrid subsumption is o-NP-hard relative
to the onsequen e problem for the on rete domain.
3

The languages

This se tion introdu e two abstra t languages for the meta lass level: one to spe ify primitive
on epts and roles, that will form the s hema part of the meta lass level, and another to hara terize de ned on epts, that will ompose the view part. Two guidelines have determined
the design of both languages: suÆ ient expressivity for modeling relevant information on erning our two goals |eÆ ient dete tion of query plans and mapping information management|
and maintaining bounded omplexity of reasoning as possible.
We assume that queries posed to an Ontology are des riptions in a on ept language. We
want to de ne a hierar hy of query patterns in su h a way that instan es of ea h pattern
may be answered using the same generi plan. Consequently our meta lass des riptions pay
attention to relevant features a ounting for plan generation: operators onstru ting the query,
semanti interrelationships of its omponents, and lo ation, apabilities or properties of the
data sour es supporting a tual extensions of the on epts and roles onsidered by the query.
Con erning mapping information management, a similar kind of information is in fa t relevant:
stru ture of mapping expressions, interrelationships among omponents of those expressions
and properties about repositories and sour es. Then, we on lude that the sele ted stru tural

1
Data repositories are omposed by interrelated data sour es. They are independent data pools with spe i
data organization
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des riptors are useful to both obje tives.
With respe t to omplexity of reasoning, the pioneering work [8℄ showed the omputational
li en ountered when apparently minor hanges are made to the representation language.
In [16, 18, 14, 24℄ languages with reasoning problems from polynomial to unde idable are
reported. With this in mind, we have in luded in the languages just the ne essary to satisfy
the goal.
Summarizing, we use on ept onstru tors that fo us primarily on stru tural properties.
Stru ture is des ribed spe ifying several kinds of onstraints on roles. Di erent groupings of
various onstraints provide di erent expressiveness and omplexity of reasoning, in parti ular [24℄ shows the unde idability aused by the role value map 2 operator dis ussed in [6℄. Our
interest in not dis arding tra tability have guided us to sele t a olle tion of onstru tors, used
in a di erent ontext of query optimization [9℄, that were proved polynomial. However, those
onstru tors are not enough to express the interesting semanti relationships in whi h omponents of obje ts from our lass level are involved, so we extend that language with existential
quanti ation of those interesting relationships. Certainly, there are relationships that are
diÆ ult to express in des ription logi s, e.g. fun tional dependen ies between attributes, or
merely it is rewardless to do so be ause reasoning with su h expressions is too hard and by no
means better than using the spe i theories suitably developed and eÆ iently implemented
for that purpose. To over ome those diÆ ulties we follow the steps de ned on [3℄ to integrate
on rete domains into our language. The predi ates of these on rete domains represent the
useful semanti relationships. Informally, the idea is that predi ates over on rete domains
are en apsulated as ora les in separate modules and meta lass des riptions intera t with these
ora les in a well de ned way. Obviously, ora les add extraordinary des riptive power. However, we propose to use the ora les with aution: only for de idable predi ates of the theories
onsidered about items in our lass level. For example: subsumption between terms in ontologies (or any other servi e provided by the DL system supporting the ontologies), fun tional
or in lusion dependen ies among tuples of attributes, and alike.
Let us formalize the notion of on rete domain and spe ify the properties needed for its
su essful integration.
De nition 3.1 A on rete domain D onsists of a set dom(D), the domain of D, and a set
pred(D), the predi ate names of D. Ea h predi ate name P is asso iated with an arity n and
an n-ary predi ate P D  dom(D)n .
The following are examples of on rete domains. The on rete domain NAT , with the
set of natural numbers as its domain and with predi ates >, < and =. Let DB be a relational
database and QL an appropriate query language for it. The set of values of that database may
be onsidered the domain of the on rete domain DB. All the relations that an be de ned
with the query language QL over DB are the predi ates. Let DB be, again, a relational
database and AT the set of attributes de ned in DB. The on rete domain AT T UPLES
is de ned as follows: the domain is the set of tuples of AT, and the only predi ate is the
fun tional dependen y predi ate between tuples in AT.
Adequate intera tion with on rete domains requires a suitable property of on rete domains to be able to implement ora les. We need to know if a proposition is true in the
theory of the on rete domain, on the basis that some other propositions are true. This is the
onsequen e problem, that is formalized next.
Let P0 ; : : : ; Pk be k+1 (not ne essarily di erent) predi ate names in pred(D) of arities
n0 ; : : : ; nk respe tively. Let x(i) stands for an ni -tuple (xi1 ; : : : ; xini ) of variables. It is important
to remark that neither all variables in one tuple nor those in di erent tuples are assumed to
be distin t. We say that P0 (x0 ) is a onsequen e of the displayed nite onjun tion
2

It is the same-as onstru tor of table 1
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Vk P (x(i) ) j= P (x )
0 0
i=1 i
when every assignment of elements of dom(D) to the variables that satisfy the nite onjun tion, also satisfy P0(x0 ). E e tive pro edures must exist to ompute the answer to the
onsequen e problem.

De nition 3.2 A on rete domain

D is admissible3 if and only if the

onsequen e problem
is de idable. Moreover, for te hni al reasons, we need the empty predi ate False in pred(D),
or one way to express a ontradi tion by nite onjun tions of predi ates.

For example, the previously de ned on rete domains NAT and AT T UPLES are admissible. Admissibility of DB depends on the query language QL. In addition, various admissible
on rete domains may be jointly integrated. Informally, a disjoint sum of admissible on rete
domains onstru ts an admissible on rete domain.
De nition 3.3 Let D1 and D2 be admissible on rete domains with dom(D1 ) disjoint from
dom(D2 ) and pred(D1 ) disjoint from pred(D2 ). Then the on rete domain D1  D2 is onstru ted as follows:
dom(D1  D2 )
pred(D1  D2 )

=
=

dom(D1 ) [ dom(D2 )
pred(D1 ) [ pred(D2 )

and ea h predi ate name P maintaining its previous n-arity and asso iated to the orresponding n-ary predi ate P D1 D2 = P D1 if P 2 pred(D1 ), P D2 if P 2 pred(D2 ).

Lemma 3.1 If D1 and D2 are admissible on rete domains then D1  D2 is an admissible
on rete domain.

Obviously, it is possible to express a ontradi tion with predi ates in pred(D1  D2 ).
Let the pair Vki=1 Pi(x(i) ) and P0(x0 ) be an instan e of the onsequen e problem with
predi ate names in pred(D1  D2 ). Assume, without loss of generality, that P0 2 pred(D1).
Let S be the setVofk predi ate names from P1 ; : : : ; Pk that are in pred(DV1). Then P0 (x0 ) is a
onsequen e of i=1 Pi(x(i) ) if and only if P0 (x0 ) is a onsequen e of P2S P (x(i) ), and the
latter is de idable be ause D1 is admissible.
2
Certainly, the disjoint sum onstru tion  of a nite set of admissible on rete domains
is analogous. Therefore, there is no loss of generality when our presentation onsider the
integration of only one admissible on rete domain into the language.
Next we introdu e the two languages for the meta lass level: rst the s hema language
SL(D) and se ond the view language VL(D).
Proof:

SL(D)
The s hema language SL(D) permits the des ription of the abstra t stru ture of elements in
the lass level su h as terms of the DL used to spe ify the ontologies, mapping expressions
and user queries; D is the name of the admissible on rete domain. From now on we will
look at the lass level as lled with stru tured individuals that are members of the on epts
in the meta lass level. Con epts in SL(D) are built out of primitive on epts and three kinds
of role onstraints : range restri tion to primitive on epts, existential quanti ation and
single valuation. In addition, the existen e of features with values on the on rete domain
D. Primitive on epts are used for spe ifying di erent ategories of elements within the
3.1

The s hema language

We adapt the de nition of admissible given in [3℄. We do not need that names of predi ates be losed
under negation, neither the existen e of a universal predi ate.
3
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lass level. Usually those ategories are not fully hara terized and only ne essary properties
of their elements are expressed. We assume three alphabets of symbols: one for primitive
on epts, another for primitive roles, and the last for features (monovalued roles). The letters
A, B denote primitive on epts, the letter P denotes a role, that in SL(D) is always primitive,
and PD denotes features. The letter C |maybe with subs ripts| denotes SL(D) on epts
a ording to the following syntax rule:
C ! A j 8P:A j 9P j  1P j 9PD
An individual belongs to a range restri tion 8P:A when every individual related with it
by P is in on ept A. An obje t is a member of 9P (resp. 9PD ) if there is an obje t related
with it by P (resp. 9PD ). When the number of individuals related by P is less than or equal
to one then it belongs to  1P . Following, we present a set theoreti formalization of the
semanti s.
An interpretation I = (I ; I ) for SL(D) onsists of the abstra t domain I , that is a set
disjoint from dom(D), and the interpretation fun tion I that maps every primitive on ept
A to a subset AI of I , every role P to a subset P I of I  I and every PD to a partial
fun tion from I to dom(D). The interpretation fun tion is extended to on ept expressions
as follows4:
(8P:A)I = fd 2 I j 8e:(d; e) 2 P I ! e 2 AI g
(9P )I = fd 2 I j 9e:(d; e) 2 P I g
( 1P )I = fd 2 I j ℄fe j (d; e) 2 P I g  1g
The introdu tion of primitive on epts and roles in the meta lass level is a omplished by
a nite set of stru ture axioms of the following forms:
AvC

P

vAB

PD v A  D

whi h respe tively assert that any member of A is in C , role P has domain A and range
B , and feature PD has domain A. Hen e, they spe ify ne essary properties of members of
primitive on epts and roles. Stru ture axioms admit y les; i.e. on ept name A may appear
in on ept expression C or in axioms introdu ing on ept names that appear in C .
We will write
A v C 1 u C2 u : : : u C n
to abbreviate the set of axioms A v C1 , A v C2,. .. , A v Cn.

Conjun tion is not in luded as
a on ept onstru tor to simplify the rules of the al ulus presented in se tion 4.
An interpretation I satis es an axiom A v C if AI  C I . I satis es an axiom P v A  B
(resp. PD v A  D ) if P I  AI  B I (resp. PDI  AI  dom(D)). A nite set of stru ture
axioms S is alled a S hema. An interpretation that satis es all axioms of a s hema S is
alled a model of S . The S hema restri ts the interpretations that we onsider.

VL(D)
Next we show the view language VL(D), that is not an independent language indeed. Primitive on epts and roles from the s hema language SL(D) are the building blo ks for VL(D)
on epts and roles. The view language VL(D) is devoted to hara terize meta lasses spe ifying ne essary and suÆ ient properties of their members in the lass level. The properties
onsidered are stru tural onditions and semanti onstraints over parts of the obje ts. The
3.2

The view language

For a homogeneous treatment, we write (d; e) 2 PDI meaning PDI (d) = e. In the semanti equations we
only refer to P
4
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SL(D) s hema shows the stru ture of obje ts in the lass level; SL(D) primitive roles play a
featuring part. Now, several operators allow us to write omplex VL(D) roles. Spe i ally,
inverse of abstra t primitive SL(D) roles and role omposition are the basi tools to navigate

the stru ture of obje ts. The inverse operator is allowed only for primitive roles. The reason
to avoid inverses of on rete valued features is that the on ept language is not for de ning
lasses in a on rete domain. Following is the syntax for VL(D) roles:
R; S ! PD j P j P 1 j " j (R : C ) j R  S
where the letters R, S range over VL(D) roles. The letter P denotes a primitive SL(D)
role, P 1 is its inverse. The letter " denotes the identity role. The restri ted role (R : C )
onstraints the pairs of R to those whose se ond omponent is in the VL(D) on ept C . The
omposition of roles is expressed by R  S . Formal semanti s is spe i ed after the presentation
of the syntax for on epts.
Paths are hains of iterated role omposition. Noti e that restri ted roles permit free
nestings of VL(D) roles and on epts; therefore paths an be omplex expressions. Letters p,
q |maybe with subs ripts| denote paths.
As previously mentioned, SL(D) primitive on epts are basi elements for the VL(D)
on ept language. In addition there also exist the universal on ept, singleton on epts,
interse tion of on epts, existential quanti ation of paths, and existential onstraints over
paths. The onstraints are the equality predi ate plus any predi ate from the on rete domain
D. Following is the syntax rule, where C and D denote VL(D) on epts, A denotes primitive
SL(D) on epts, a represents names for individuals and P denotes names for predi ates of
the on rete domain D:
C; D ! A j > j fag j C u D j 9p j 9p = q j P (p1 ; : : : ; pn )
Informally, a lass obje t may be viewed as a rooted dire ted graph with inner nodes
labeled with meta lasses, ar s labeled with roles, and nodes without leaving ar s labeled with
names of individuals or elements of a on rete domain. Role paths have the obvious graphi al
representation. An obje t is in 9p if the path p, starting at the root, mat hes the stru ture
of the obje t and there is an obje t rea hed by su h a path. The obje ts in 9p = q are those
on whi h paths p and q an be satisfa torily followed from the root and agree on the obje t
rea hed following them. The on ept onstru tor P (p1 ; : : : ; pn) allows the onne tion with
on rete domains; it formalizes the way to intera t with those ora les ited at the beginning
of this se tion. An obje t is in P (p1 ; : : : ; pn) if it admits paths p1; : : : ; pn that rea h elements
of the on rete domain whi h satisfy predi ate P . It is worth noti ing that omposition of
any VL(D) role is allowed in paths, not just fun tional roles as in on rete onstraints of [3℄
or path agreement in [7℄.
SL(D) interpretations I = (I ; I ) are adapted to be VL(D) interpretations. The interpretation fun tion I is extended to asso iate a di erent element of I to ea h di erent
individual name (a restri tion usually alled Unique Name Assumption ); on rete predi ates
names are interpreted as their asso iated predi ates P I = P D and on ept and role expressions are interpreted as follows:
>I = I
fagI = faI g
(C u D)I = C I \ DI
(9p)I = fd 2 I j 9e:(d; e) 2 pI g
(9p = q)I = fd 2 I j 9e:(d; e) 2 pI ^ (d; e) 2 qI g
P (p1 ; : : : ; pn)I = fd 2 I j 9Æi 2 dom(D):(d; Æi ) 2 pIi (i = 1; : : : ; n) ^ P I (Æ1 ; : : : ; Æn )g
8

(P 1)I =
"I =
(R : C )I =
(R  S )I =

f(d; e) j (e; d) 2 P I g
f(d; d) j d 2 I g
f(d; e) j (d; e) 2 RI ^ e 2 C I g
f(d; e) j 9f:(d; f ) 2 RI ^ (f; e) 2 S I g

Noti e that a VL(D) interpretation is ompletely determined by the interpretation of
individual names, primitive on epts, primitive roles, and features.
De ned on epts are introdu ed through view axioms :
V =C
where V is a name and C is a VL(D) expression. There is only one de nition for ea h name
V and y les are not allowed in view axioms. Thus V is an abbreviation for C . Then, the
interpretation of a name V is V I = C I . A nite set of view axioms V is alled a View
Taxonomy.
Let S be a SL(D) s hema. We say that C is S -subsumed by D
C

vS D

when C I  DI for every interpretation I that is model of S . With a s hema and a view
taxonomy we have a terminology (TBox) in the meta lass level. That terminology represents
intensional knowledge. In the next subse tion we formalize the assertions of the ABox whi h
represent extensional knowledge.
3.3

The world des ription

In our ontext, fa ts that onform a world des ription are stated through expli it knowledge
about stru ture and relationships of items in the lass level. These assertions are stated when
on epts, roles, user queries or mapping informations are introdu ed into our lass level. In
abstra t, the language for these assertions is the following:
A(a)
P (a; b)
PD (a; Æ)
P (Æ1 ; : : : ; Æn )
where A is a primitive on ept, P is a primitive role, PD is a feature, a, b are individuals, Æ
and Æi 's are elements of the on rete domain and P is a on rete n-ary predi ate. Informally,
A(a) asserts that a is an instan e of on ept A, P (a; b) (resp. PD (a; Æ)) asserts that a is related
to b through role P (resp.a, Æ and PD ), and P (Æ1 ; : : : ; Æn ) states a base fa t about predi ate
P.
AIVL(D) interpretation I satis es A(a) if aI 2 AI , it satis es P (a; b) (resp. PD (a; Æ)) if
I
(a ; b ) 2 P I (resp. PDI (aI ) = Æ) and it satis es P (Æ1 ; : : : ; Æn ) if P I (Æ1 ; : : : ; Æn ).
A World Des ription W is a nite set of those assertions. An interpretation I is a model
of W if it satis es every assertion in W .
A Knowledge Base is a triple  = (S ; V ; W ) where S is a SL(D) S hema, V is a VL(D)
View Taxonomy, and W is a World Des ription. A VL(D) interpretation I is a -model if it
is a model of S , V and W .  = (S ; V ; W ) is satis able if it has a -model.
We are interested in lassifying VL(D) on epts that represent query patterns and in re ognizing instan es of VL(D) on epts. Sin e de nitions in the View Taxonomy are not y li
we only pay attention to VL(D) on ept expressions, thus the omponent V of a knowledge
base is taken out of our onsiderations. However, in our ontext, the two other omponents of
a knowledge base are relevant for the ited tasks. The S hema S may ontain y les and the
9

des riptive semanti s given to S restri t the models of the orresponding knowledge base. Furthermore, it is well known that when individuals are permitted in the on ept language |as is
our ase| the assertions in the World Des ription W do a e t the subsumption relation [23℄.
Formally, we are interested in the following reasoning servi es.
De nition 3.4 Let  = (S ; V ; W ) be a knowledge base, C and D on epts from VL(D) and
a an individual.
(1)  logi ally implies C vS D ( j= C vS D) if every -model I satis es C I  DI .
Hybrid subsumption is the problem of he king whether  j= C vS D.
(2)  logi ally implies C (a) ( j= C (a)) if every -model satis es C (a). Instan e he king
is the problem of he king whether  j= C (a).
Hybrid subsumption is the basi operation to the more omplex servi e of lassi ation,
i. e. given  = (S ; V ; W ) and C , to determine whether  j= D vS C or  j= C vS D for
every on ept D de ned in V . Instan e he king is the basi operation for retrieving all the
individuals whi h are instan es of a on ept.
Noti e that, when on ept languages in lude individuals, terminologi al subsumption
(C vS D) implies hybrid subsumption ( j= C vS D) but the onverse dire tion does not
hold. Moreover, the quali ed existential quanti ation operator some(R,C )5 may enfor e
instan e he king to be stri tly omputationally harder than terminologi al subsumption,
see [22℄. Nevertheless we show that, within our language, instan e he king is redu ible to
hybrid subsumption.
Lemma 3.2 Let  be a knowledge base, C a VL(D) on ept and a an individual. Then
 j= C (a) ,  j= fag vS C
Proof: If  is unsatis able, then it is trivially true  j= C (a) and  j= fag v C . If  is
satis able, then for every -model I it is evident that aI 2 C I if and only if faI g  C I . 2
4

The al ulus

This se tion presents a al ulus to de ide hybrid subsumption. The al ulus is based on
synta ti obje ts named onstraints, and it is a te hnique that has been used broadly, for
instan e in [25, 14, 16℄; in general, the te hnique looks for unsatis ability of on epts and it
relies on a omplement operator of the on ept language. The la k of that operator in our
language urge us to modify the te hnique. Our al ulus is a proper adaptation of the one
presented in [9℄, so we follow the same ourse for the presentation and proofs.
Intuitively, to he k  j= C vS D, we try to onstru t a parti ular -model using suitable
propagation rules over the hypotheti al presen e of an element s in C , then s is he ked as
a member of D over the eventually developed -model. The negative output brings us with
a ounterexample justifying  6j= C vS D and a positive output means  j= C vS D due to
the prototypi al hara ter of the interpretation onstru ted.
The propagation rules operate on synta ti entities that resemble omplex assertions in a
world des ription. For this purpose we introdu e two disjoint alphabets of variable symbols:
VA (ranged over by x, y) and VC (ranged over by v, w). The VA variables are assigned
elements in the abstra t domain of an interpretation and VC variables are assigned values in
a on rete domain. It is important to remark that the Unique Name Assumption do not apply
to variables. We all abstra t obje ts (ranged over by s, t) to members of the union of VA and
5

See its semanti s in table 1
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the set of names of individuals NA, and on rete obje ts (ranged over by k) to members of
the union of VC and the on rete domain D (we simply say obje ts when the ontext avoids
onfusion).
A onstraint is a synta ti entity of one of the following forms:
s:C
sRt
sRk
P (k1 ; : : : ; kn )
k:D
where C is a VL(D) on ept, R is a VL(D) role and P is a n-ary on rete predi ate. A nite
nonempty set of onstraints is a onstraint system.
We extend the semanti s to onstraint systems as follows. Given a VL(D) interpretation I ,
we de ne an I -assignment as a fun tion that maps every variable in VA to an element of I ,
every variable in VC to an element of dom(D), every individual in NA to its interpretation
(i.e. (a) = aI ) and every element of the on rete domain to itself (i.e. (k) = k when
k 2 dom(D)).
A pair (I ; ) satis es a onstraint s : C if (s) 2 C I , a onstraint sRÆ if ( (s); (Æ)) 2 RI ,
a onstraint sRk if ( (s); (k)) 2 RI , and a onstraint P (k1 ; : : : ; kn) if P I ( (k1 ); : : : ; (kn )).
A onstraint system CS is satis able if there is a pair (I ; ) that satis es every onstraint in
CS. If there is a -model I , and assignment su h that (I ; ) satis es CS we say that CS is
-satis able and (I ; ) is a -model of CS.
A world des ription W an be translated into a onstraint system CSW by repla ing every
assertion A(a), P (a; b), PD (a; Æ) and P (Æ1 ; : : : ; Æn ) with the onstraint a : A, aP b, aPD Æ and
P (Æ1 ; : : : ; Æn) respe tively. Furthermore, W and CSW are model equivalent in the sense that
their models are the same.
A notion of logi al entailment is de ned on onstraint systems.
De nition 4.1 Let C1 and C2 be two onstraint systems and  a knowledge base. We say
that C1 -entails C2 (C1 j= C2 ) if every -model of C1 is a -model of C2 .
The following lemma states the redu tion of the hybrid subsumption problem to a entailment problem.
Lemma 4.1 Let  = (S ; V ; W ) be a satis able knowledge base, C and D two VL(D) on epts
and x a variable from VA. Then
 j= C vS D , CSW [ fx : C g j= fx : Dg
Proof:

) Suppose  j= C vS D and CSW [ fx : C g 6j= fx : Dg. Then, there exists a -model
(I ; ) su h that (x) 2 C I and (x) 2= DI . This ontradi ts the hypothesis that for every
-model I : C I  DI .
( Suppose CSW [fx : C g j= fx : Dg and  6j= C vS D. Then, there exists a -model I
and an element d 2 I su h that d 2 C I and d 2= DI . We an onstru t the pair (I ; ) with
(x) = d that is obviously a -model of CSW [ fx : C g, and by the hypothesis (x) 2 DI
whi h ontradi ts d 2= DI .
2
The -entailment problem CSW [ fx : C g j= fx : Dg is de ided with the al ulus. The
rules of the al ulus work on ordered pairs F:G of onstraint systems. We all F the fa ts and
G the goals. Appli ation of the rules add onstraints to the fa ts or to the goals. Beginning
with the ordered pair CSW [ fx : C g:fx : Dg, the derivation pro edure adds to the fa ts the
onstraints inferred by the eventual existen e of an individual x in C ; the de nitional stru ture
of C and s hema axioms from S in the knowledge base  are the rst motivation for progress,
then goal onstraints a t as targets to guide the propagation of onstraints. A ontrol strategy
for applying the rules is followed to avoid the numeri al explosion of individuals. A general
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DO1:
DO2:
DO3:
DO4:
DO5:
DO6:
DO7:
DO8:

F:G

! fs : >g [ F:G

F:G

! fs : >g [ F:G

F:G
F:G
F:G
F:G
F:G
F:G

if
if
!
if
!
if
!
if
!
if
!
if
!
if

: is in F
sRt is in F
fk : Dg [ F:G
sPD k is in F
fk1 : D; : : : ; kn : Dg [ F:G
P (k1 ; : : : ; kn ) is in F
F:G [ fs : >g
s : C is in G
F:G [ fs : >g
sRt is in G
F:G [ fk : Dg
sPD k is in G
F:G [ fk1 : D; : : : ; kn : Dg
P (k1 ; : : : ; kn ) is in G
s C

Table 2: The domain rules

ondition for the appli ation of any rule is that the resulting pair after rule appli ation must
be di erent from the departure pair. This simpli es the des ription of the rules and is needed
to guarantee termination of the derivation pro edure. When no rule is appli able we say that
the pair is omplete. Finally, an exploration of the fa ts of a omplete pair is suÆ ient to
de ide the answer.
The propagation rules are organized into ve groups and are presented in tables 2 to 6.
Any on ept of the form 9p = q an be translated to an equivalent one 9p0 = ", just omposing
inverses of primitive roles when llers of p and q are abstra t obje ts. In the ase that llers
of p and q are on rete obje ts, 9p = q is the same as =D (p; q) if the equality predi ate =D is
in D. To simplify the al ulus, the rules only onsider the 9p0 = " variant. The substitution
of every o urren e of the variable y with s in the pair F:G is denoted by (F:G)[y=s℄. An
informal review of ea h group of propagation rules follows.
The domain rules ( see table 2) add onstraints that bind obje ts to the abstra t or to the
on rete domain.
The de omposition rules (see table 3) work on fa ts. They add onstraints derived from
the ompositional stru ture of on ept and role des riptions. Noti e that the inverse operator
is admitted only with primitive roles, thus the symbol Q in rule D2 is only a name for the
primitive role P when Q is the omplex role P 1 and a name for P 1 when Q is the primitive
role P . New variables are introdu ed to name obje ts whose existen e is a must.
The s hema rules (see table 4) augment fa ts. They add onstraints that pursue the
satisfa tion of every axiom in the s hema S . However, it is important to noti e the ondition
on rules S5 and S6. That ondition prevents an ex essive growth of variable population in
fa ts; a new variable is introdu ed only if by demand of a goal onstraint.
The goal rules (see table 5) add onstraints to goals that be ome targets for the omposition rules.
The omposition rules (see table 6) resemble a bottom-up evaluation of targeted on epts
within a onstraint system.
To limit the appearan e of new obje ts in the set of fa ts is a key to maintain ontrolled
the omplexity of the al ulus. De omposition rules D4, D6, D9 and s hema rules S5, S6
may in rease the number of variables. Sin e variables introdu ed by de omposition rules
arry more spe i information than variables reated by s hema rules a ontrol strategy is
adopted: a s hema rule an be applied only if no de omposition rule is appli able.
Let us mention some te hni al details and appoint some notation for the rest of the se tion.
We always refer to a satis able knowledge base  = (S ; V ; W ) and on epts C and D. An
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D1:
D2:
D3:
D4:
D5:
D6:
D7:
D8:
D9:

! fs : C; s : Dg [ F:G
if s : C u D is in F
! fsQtg [ F:G

F:G
F:G

if

tQ s

is in F

! (F:G)[y=a℄
if y : fag is in F
! fspyg [ F:G
if s : 9p is in F

F:G
F:G

and there is no t with spt in F and y is a fresh variable

F:G

! fspsg [ F:G
if s : 9p = " is in F
! fsQy; y : C; yptg [ F:G

F:G

!

F:G

if

if
if
!
if

!

F:G
F:G

( : ) is in F ,
and there is no t0 su h that sQt0, t0 : C , t0 pt are all in F ,
and p 6= ", and y is a fresh variable
fsQt; t : C g [ F:G
s(Q : C )t is in F
(F:G)[k=PDI (s)℄
sPD k is in F and k is a variable
fsp1 k1 ; : : : ; spn kn ; P (k1 ; : : : ; kn )g [ F:G
s : P (p1 ; : : : ; pn ) is in F
and there are no ki0 su h that spi ki0 and P (k10 ; : : : ; kn0 ) are in F .
The ki are fresh variables for on rete obje ts
s Q C pt

Table 3: The de omposition rules

S1:
S2:

F:G

! fs : A2 g [ F:G

F:G

! ft : A2 g [ F:G

F:G

!

F:G

!

S5:

F:G

!

S6:

F:G

!

S3:
S4:

if
if

: is in F and A1 v A2 is in 
s : A1 and sP t are in F ,
and A1 v 8P:A2 is in 
fs : A1 ; t : A2 g [ F:G
sP t is in F , and P v A1  A2 is in 
(F:G)[y=t℄
s : A; sP y; sP t are in F ,
and A v ( 1P ) is in 
fsP yg [ F:G
s : 9(P : C )p is in G or s : 9(P : C )p = " is in G,
or else s : P (p1 ; : : : ; pn ) is in G with pi = (P : C )q,
and there is no t with sP t in F ,
and there is an A with s : A in F and A v 9P in ,
and y is a fresh variable
fsPD kg [ F:G
s : 9PD is in G or s : P (: : : ; PD ; : : :) is in G,
and there is no k with sPD k in F ,
and there is an A with s : A in F and A v 9PD in ,
and k is a fresh variable
s A1

if
if
if

if

Table 4: The s hema rules

G1:
G2:
G3:

F:G
F:G

F:G

[f :
: g
: u is in
[f : g
: 9( : ) is in or s : 9(Q : C ) = " is in G,
and is in
!
[f :
:9 g
if : 9( : ) is in or s : 9(Q : C )p = " is in G
or : P (
) is in G with pi = (Q : C )q
and is in
!

if
!
if

F:G
s C; s D
s C D
G
F:G
t C
s
Q C
G
sQt
F
F:G
t C; t p
s
Q C p
G
s
p1 ; : : : ; p n
sQt
F

Table 5: The goal rules
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C1:
C2:
C3:

F:G

! fs : C u Dg [ F:G

if

: and s : D are in F , and s : C u D is in G

s C

F:G

! fs : >g [ F:G
if s : > is in G
! fs : 9pg [ F:G

F:G

!

F:G

!

C6:

F:G

!

C7:

F:G

!

C4:
C5:

F:G

if
if
if
if
if

= " or there exist t with spt in F
and s : 9p is in G
fs : 9p = "g [ F:G
p = " or sps is in F , and s : 9p = " is in G
fs(Q : C )pt0g [ F:G 0 0
there is a t with sQt , t : C and t0 pt in F , su h that
s : 9(Q : C )p or s : 9(Q : C )p = " or s : P (: : : ; (Q : C )p; : : :) is in G
fs(Q : C )tg [ F:G
sQt, t : C are in F , and
s : 9(Q : C ) or s : 9(Q : C ) = " is in G
fs : P (p1 ; : : : ; pn )g [ F:G
there exist ki i = 1 : : : n (n  1) with spiki in F
and sV: P (p1 ; : : : ; pn ) is in G
and j2J Qj (: : :) j= P (k1 ; : : : ; kn ) with Qj (: : :)(j 2 J ) being the predi ate assertions in F
p

Table 6: The omposition rules

examination of the goal rules should onvin e the reader that, for every pair derivable from
CSW [ fx : C g:fx : Dg the set of goals has exa tly one onstraint that allo ate an obje t
in on ept D, possibly the name of the obje t is di erent from x due to renaming rules D3
or S4 (i.e. fs : Dg). Furthermore, sin e D3 and S4 apply simultaneously to fa ts and goals,
if the onstraint fs : Dg is in goals then the same obje t name s is allo ated in C inside
fa ts (i.e. fs : C g is in fa ts). The pair FCW :GD designates the omplete pair derivable from
CSW [ fx : C g:fx : Dg (that is unique up to variable renaming be ause all the rules are
deterministi ). We all o to the obje t allo ated in D within GD (i.e. o : D 2 GD ).
In what follows we show, rst the soundness and next the ompleteness of the al ulus.
Then, its omputational omplexity is pointed out.
Lemma 4.2 Let F:G be a pair derived from CSW [fx : C g:fx : Dg and F 0 :G0 a pair obtained
by the appli ation to F:G of a propagation rule. Then
(a) For every -model (I ; ) of F , we an onstru t a -model (I ; 0 ) of F 0 , perhaps
modifying the assignment of fresh variables.
(b) Moreover, if s : D 2 G and s0 : D 2 G0 then 0 an be de ned with 0 (s0 ) = (s).
Proof:

(a) It an be shown by individual analysis of ea h rule. For instan e, with rule D4, if
(I ; ) satis es s : 9p then let d 2 I be one of the elements su h that ( (s); d) 2 pI . Then
0 = ex ept 0 (y) = d is suÆ ient. Analogously with the rest of the rules.
(b) It is enough to inspe t rules D3 and S4. Noti e that 0 = and (I ; ) is -model of
F in both ases. Con erning D3, y : fag 2 F thus 0 (a) = (a) = (y). With regards to S4,
it is suÆ ient to de ne 0 (t) = (y) and 0 = for any other obje t.
2
Corollary 4.1 Given a -model (I ; ) of CSW [fx : C g, we an onstru t a -model (I ; 0 )
of FCW . Furthermore, (I ; 0 ) an be onstru ted su h that 0 (o) = (x).
Proof: By indu tion on the length of the sequen e of rules used to rea h FCW and applying
lemma 4.2.
2
Corollary 4.2 CSW [ fx : C g j= fx : Dg , FCW j= fo : Dg.
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Proof:

) Suppose CSW [ fx : C g j= fx : Dg and FCW 6j= fo : Dg. So, there exists a -model
(I ; ) of FCW su h that (o) 2= DI . Sin e o : D 2 GD we have o : C 2 FCW and (o) 2 C I .
Moreover, (I ; 0 ) is -model of CSW [ fx : C g with 0 (x) = (o) and 0 = for any other
obje t. Then 0 (x) 2= DI ontradi ts the hypothesis.
( Suppose FCW j= fo : Dg and CSW [ fx : C g 6j= fx : Dg. Hen e, there exists a
-model (I ; ) of CSW [ fx : C g su h that (x) 2= DI . By orollary 4.1, we have a -model
(I ; 0 ) of FCW su h that 0 (o) = (x). Sin e o : D 2 FCW , (x) 2 DI yields a ontradi tion. 2

Constraints in the fa ts FCW of a omplete pair are devised in order to build a parti ular
-model. Nevertheless, onstraint systems are not ne essarily -satis able. Obvious ontradi tions are formalized with the notion of a lash. A lash is a onstraint system having one
of the following forms:
1. fa : fbgg with a 6= b.
2. fsP a; sP b; s : Ag with A v 1P 2 S and a 6= b.
3. fP1 (k(1) ); : : : ; Pn (k(n) )g with Vni=1 Pi (k(i) ) j= F alse.
4. fs : >; s : Dg
It is evident that a onstraint system ontaining a lash is not -satis able. We say that
a onstraint system is lash-free if it does not ontain a lash. From a lash-free onstraint
system we an build an interpretation, that we all anoni al.
Let CS be a lash-free onstraint system. Let u be an spe ial abstra t obje t not appearing
in CS and uD a singular on rete obje t added to dom(D). We re all that a lever ontrol
was devised to prevent s hema rules S5 and S6 from introdu ing a new obje t every time.
The purpose of u and uD is to satisfy the s hema axioms in S of the form A v 9P for those
obje ts su h that s : A 2CS and there is no P - ller for s in CS. Then we de ne the anoni al
interpretation pair (ICS ; ) as follows:
I = fs j s is an abstra t obje t in CS g [ fug
sI = s, for every abstra t obje t in CS.
AI = fs j s : A 2 CSg [ fug
P I = f(s; t) j sP t 2 CSg [ f(u; u)g[
f(s; u) j there is no sP t in CS,
but for some A, s : A 2 CS and A v 9P 2 Sg
for every P v A  B 2 S
PDI = f(s; k) j sPD k 2 CSg [ f(u; uD )g[
f(s; uD ) j there is no sPD k in CS,
but for some A, s : A 2 CS and A v 9PD 2 Sg
for every PD v A  D 2 S
The assignment is any assignment su h that satis es the nite onjun tion
of all the P I ( (k1 ); : : : ; (kn )) for whi h P I (k1 ; : : : ; kn) 2 CS .
There exists su h an assignment, sin e CS is lash-free.
The following two lemmas establish the ompleteness of the al ulus. The anoni al interpretation built on the lash-free fa ts FCW of a omplete pair of onstraint systems provide
a prototypi al -model. For the on lusion of the de ision pro edure it just remains he king
membership of a singular obje t in the on ept D within this prototypi al -model.
Lemma 4.3 Let FCW :GD be a omplete pair derived by the al ulus from CSW [ fx : C g:fx :
Dg. If the fa ts FCW is a lash-free onstraint system then the anoni al interpretation
(IFCW ; ) is a -model of FCW .
CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS
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By de nition, IF W satis es the Unique Name Assumption be ause every obje t is
interpreted by itself. C
We must show that IF W satis es every axiom in the s hema S and every assertion in the
world des ription W of theC knowledge base . The proof pro eeds by Iase analysis of the
axioms in SI. For instan e, let IA v 8P:B be an axiom in S and s 2 A FCW I. If s is u then
u 2 (8P:B ) FCW sin e (u; u) 2 P FCW and u is the only P - ller of u and u 2 B FCW . Otherwise
I
s is not u; if there is any t su h that sP t 2 FCW then t 2 B FCW due to the appli ation of
rule S2 and we are done. The study of the other kinds of axioms pro eeds analogously. With
respe t to the world des ription W , noti e that it is translated into the onstraint system
CSW . Therefore, it is suÆ ient to show that (IFCW ; ) satis es every onstraint in FCW .
Every onstraint in FCW of the form s : A, sRt, sRk or P (k1 ; : : : ; kn) is satis ed by de nition
of (IFCW ; ). If a onstraint of the form s : fag is in FCW , sin e FCW is lash-free and omplete
(i.e. D3 has been applied) we have s = a and the onstraint is trivially satis ed. If sQ t is in
FCW then, by rule D2, tQs is in FCW also and we are in the rst ase. Straightforward indu tion
on the length of the on epts involved in ea h onstraint proves that (IFCW ; ) satis es every
onstraint in FCW .
2
Lemma 4.4 Let FCW :GD be a omplete pair derived by the al ulus from CSW [fx : C g:fx : Dg.
Let (IFCW ; ) be a anoni al interpretation of FCW and s : E a onstraint in GD . If FCW is lash-

Proof:

free then

(IFCW ; ) satis es s : E ) s : E 2 FCW :
Proof: By indu tion over the stru ture of the on ept E . The details are based on the
hypothesis and the onsideration of the omposition rules.
2
Theorem 4.1 Let FCW :GD be a omplete pair derived by the al ulus from CSW [fx : C g:fx :
Dg and let o : D 2 GD :
CSW [ fx : C g j= fx : Dg , o : D 2 FCW or FCW ontains a lash :
Proof:

) Suppose that CSW [ fx : C g j= fx : Dg, FCW is lash-free and o : D 2= FCW . By
lemma 4.4, (IFCW ; ) does not satisfy o : D (i.e. (o) 2= DIFCW ). By lemma 4.3, (IFCW ; ) is a

-model of FCW and onstru ting and assignment 0 equal to ex ept 0 (x) = (o), we have
that (IFCW ; 0 ) is a -model of CSW [ fx : C g. Thus, (IFCW ; 0 ) satis es x : D ontradi ting
(o) 2= DIFCW .
( If o : D 2 FCW then FCW j= o : D and, by orollary 4.2, we are done. Suppose that
W
FC ontains a lash and CSW [ fx : C g 6j= fx : Dg. Therefore, it exists a -model (I ; )
of CSW [ fx : C g and, by orollary 4.1, we an onstru t a -model (I ; 0 ) of FCW getting a
ontradi tion.
2
Finally we point out the omputational omplexity of hybrid subsumption in our language.
The on rete predi ate onstru t in VL(D) allows to express a limited form of negation if there
exist omplementary predi ates in the on rete domain. For example, predi ates on numbers
 18(x) and > 19(x). Then, a ording to [9℄, the VL(D) on epts PERSONu 18(ageD ) and
PERSONu> 19(ageD ) with PERSON v 9ageD leads to a o-NP-hard hybrid subsumption. This
an be proved using the results in [22℄.
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5

Con lusions

In this paper we have presented a des ription logi to be used in a meta level of an interoperable
system that permits: 1: exploiting the existing mapping information and 2: enhan ing the
query pro essing task. The logi in ludes two languages, one to de ne the stru ture of the
elements of the lass level (S hema language), and another to de ne queries over the lass
level (View language).
Con epts in the S hema language are built out of primitive on epts and three kinds of
role onstraints: range restri tion to primitive on epts, existential quanti ation and single
valuation. The stru ture axioms spe ify ne essary properties of members of primitive on epts
and roles. A nite set of stru ture axioms forms a S hema at the meta lass level.
The View language onsists of primitive on epts, the universal on ept, singleton onepts, onjun tion of on epts, existential quanti ation of paths, and existential onstraints
over paths. The onstraints are the equality predi ate plus any predi ate from an admissible
on rete domain. The latter onstru t provides the way to in orporate to the View language
some des riptions on erning semanti properties whi h are interesting in the ontext we are
onsidering, for instan e subsumption of terms or fun tional dependen y of attributes.
Expressions from the View language may be used to browse the lass level looking for
knowledge su h as relationships stated among elements from the di erent ategories de ned at
the S hema or stru tural properties of the elements themselves. Moreover, the View language
enables the des ription of patterns of the queries formulated by the users. The reasoning
apabilities provided by the logi allows rst, the arrangement of a taxonomy of patterns
partially ordered by the subsumption relation and se ond, the re ognition of the patterns
whi h a user query mat h. The solution to both issues is redu ed to the hybrid subsumption
problem of on epts from the View language, and it has been proved that it is o-NP-hard
relative to the onsequen e problem of the on rete domain. Moreover, we asso iate generi
plans to patterns and the taxonomy of patterns serves as an index to lo ate a plan to answer
properly a user query: just an instantiation of some parameters is needed.
Finally, we an mention two relevant open problems. First, the design of an optimized
algorithm for the implementation of the presented al ulus. Se ond, the study of the eventual
ne essity of higher expressiveness in the meta lass level. Surely, adding des ription onstru ts
will in rease algorithmi omplexity of reasoning if ompleteness is desired. Worst ase algorithmi intra tability fa e us with the problem of empiri al evaluation of implementations
hoping that pathologi al inputs whi h produ e worst ases are unlikely to arise in pra ti e.
Nevertheless, the three level ar hite ture and its usage proposed in this paper an perfe tly
remain.
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